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Cesium Fluorides

Molecular CsF5 and CsF2+**
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Abstract: D5h star-like CsF5, formally isoelectronic with known
XeF5¢ ion, is computed to be a local minimum on the potential
energy surface of CsF5, surrounded by reasonably large
activation energies for its exothermic decomposition to CsF +
2 F2, or to CsF3 (three isomeric forms) + F2, or for rearrangement to a significantly more stable isomer, a classical Cs+
complex of F5¢ . Similarly the CsF2+ ion is computed to be
metastable in two isomeric forms. In the more symmetrical
structures of these molecules there is definite involvement in
bonding of the formally core 5p levels of Cs.

Near the bottom (or should it be the top?) of the periodic

table, for high atomic numbers, the distinction between
valence and core orbitals becomes less well defined. For
good reasons, as the energetic separation of all potentially
occupiable levels becomes small. For instance, it has been
suspected that some sub-valence levels of uranium are
involved in uranium–ligand bonding.[1] And a compound of
mercury in oxidation state IV, HgF4, involving the d block in
bonding, was predicted and observed.[2, 3] This is at p = 1 atm;
at higher pressures, calculated compositions of matter stepping well outside of normal valence regularities abound.[4]
We report herein, at least in theory, another clear p =
1 atm instance of the involvement of orbitals thought to be
core orbitals in bonding. Our investigation derives from the
theoretical finding of CsF5 and CsF2+ molecular units in
a study of cesium fluorides under elevated pressure.[5] Given
that the molecules are isoelectronic with known species
XeF5¢ [6] and XeF2, respectively, we decided to examine their
potential (even if fleeting) existence as discrete molecules at
ambient or low pressure.[7] We predict the thermodynamic
metastability and likely kinetic persistence of molecular CsF5
and CsF2+. In certain isomers of these compounds, Cs is in
formal oxidation state V and III, respectively, and forms polar
Cs¢F bonds.[8] We note some excellent recent experimental
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and theoretical work on CsF3 and CsF5 ion pairs by VentSchmidt et al.[9]
To obtain reliable results, a reasonably high level of theory
has to be used and relativistic effects need to be taken into
account (details in the Methods Section at the end of the
paper, and in the Supporting Information). Computational
pathologies pose obstacles, as we will describe.
The D5h CsF5 structure is a local minimum (Hessian
matrix eigenvalues all positive) in our calculations (PBE0/
TZVP/ZORA level; the same geometry is obtained with
other methods; please see the Methods Section and the
Supporting Information), and is shown in Figure 1. The star-

Figure 1. Calculated equilibrium geometry of CsF5.

like planar geometry mirrors its isoelectronic anionic XeF5¢ .
The calculated Cs¢F distance is 2.05 è.[10] Essentially the
same results were obtained by the CCSD(T) method (Cs¢F
distance is 2.08 è, see the Supporting Information for
details), thus providing important support for the reliability
of PBE0 geometry calculations.
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How stable (or unstable) is D5h CsF5 with respect
to its expected decomposition products CsF + 2 F2 ?
That turned out to be a difficult question to answer—
there was a huge discrepancy of more than 60 kcal
mol¢1 in the DE between CCSD(T)/TZVP (or
CCSD(T)/QZVPP or MP2/TZVP, all with ZORA
corrections) calculations on one hand, and PBE0
calculations with the same basis sets on the other.
Figure 3.
The PBE0/TZVP/ZORA level (the results are also
supported by other methods[11]) gives ¢45 kcal mol¢1
as the energy for decomposition. The products have computed distances of 2.375 è for CsF (experimental: 2.345 è[12])
and 1.383 è for F2 (experimental: 1.412[13]). To get more
reliable estimations, we then turned to multireference (MR)
perturbation theory in the XMCQDPT2 variant (these results
will be used throughout the subsequent discussion; please see
the Methods Section and the Supporting Information for
details). This method gives DE = ¢44 kcal mol¢1, which
agrees well with the DFT value. Subsequent analysis of the
wavefunction revealed that the leading closed-shell singlet
configuration contributes 83 % (see the Supporting Information for details). Importantly, the weight of any other
electronic configuration that contributes to the final wavefunction was found to be no more than 2 %. We conclude that
the ground state of D5h CsF5 can be approximately described
by single-reference methods.
The decomposition of CsF5 to CsF + 2 F2 is allowed (no
level crossings) along a least-motion reaction coordinate. The
transition state (TS) we found for this process is shown in
Figure 2; the same results were obtained with (C2v) and

Figure 2. Transition-state geometry for decomposition of CsF5 to CsF
and two molecules of F2. Selected geometrical parameters are shown.

without (C1) symmetry restrictions applied. An activation
energy of + 39 kcal mol¢1 was computed for the process at the
XMCQDPT2 level. In contrast to the ground state of the starlike isomer, the C2v TS wavefunction is substantially multireference; it corresponds to an open-shell singlet configuration, with two leading configurations of equal weight (44 %).
Still another highly exothermic channel is to F2 and CsF3 (the
Cs+ complex of the trifluoride ion,[8] more on this species
soon[14]). This channel could be viewed as an asymmetric
fragmentation, with a computed DE of ¢9 kcal mol¢1 and Ea
of + 73 kcal mol¢1. The TS was found to be open-shell singlet
in nature, 70 % coming from two leading configurations.
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Three calculated less-symmetrical low-energy structures for CsF5.

Symmetry is not a good guide to stability; in addition to
the beautiful star-shaped structure for CsF5 (and weakly
bound complexes of CsF and two F2 molecules described in
the Supporting Information), we have also discovered some
less-symmetrical and quite stable CsF5 structures. Three local
minima are shown in Figure 3; they may be viewed as Cs+
complexes of F5¢[9, 15] or F3¢[15c, 16] and F2, stabilized much as
Ault and Andrews originally reasoned for CsF3.[8] The
structures are 42 to 49 kcal mol¢1 more stable than the D5h
star.[17] All these isomers of CsF5 can be approximately
described by a closed-shell singlet electronic configuration
with a weight of the leading term of more than 86 %. The
barriers between the three Cs+ + F5¢ structures were found to
be small (no more than 3 kcal mol¢1, see the Supporting
Information); it appears this is a single easily deformed family
of structures. In terms of geometrical distortions, we think
these structures are far away from the star, and a distortion to
them will encounter substantial barriers. The various CsF5
isomers have quite distinct vibrations (see the Supporting
Information, which also has a calibration on F2 and F3¢), so
they should be distinguishable.
We note that an extended CsF5 phase containing Cs+ and
¢
F5 ions, in a relative geometry resembling the right-hand
structure in Figure 3, has been calculated to be stable at p =
1 atm by Zhu, Oganov, and Zeng.[18]
Like the XeF5¢ ion, CsF5 has a well-defined high-lying
molecular orbital (MO) that is mainly 5pz on Cs (the two MOs
are illustrated in the Supporting Information). For CsF5, this
MO lies 0.69 eV lower than the HOMO of the molecule. We
have recently predicted relatively high stability for organometallic Lewis acid adducts of XeF5¢ .[19] And we find that
a hypothetical transition-metal complex [W(CO)5CsF5], W¢
Cs bonded, corresponds to a local minimum. Weakly bound as
it is, by 6 kcal mol¢1 (at the PBE0 level, see the SI), this adduct
represents a rare case of activated reactivity of near-core (in
this case 5pz) orbitals.
We turn next to the CsF2+ ion which is isoelectronic with
XeF2. Interestingly, two local minima emerge on its potential
surface as shown in Figure 4. The bent isomer is unstable by

Figure 4. Equilibrium geometry configurations for a) linear and b) bent
isomers of CsF2+.
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about 25 kcal mol¢1 relative to the linear one, as calculated at
the XMCQDPT2 level. For both isomers, the ground state is
a singlet. However, for the linear form, the contribution from
the leading (closed-shell) configuration is 86 %, while another
13 % come from a second component. At the same time, for
the bent analogue, the two leading configurations have
weights of 57 % and 41 % and correspond to closed-shell
and open-shell singlets, respectively. Both systems thus
appear as significantly multireference in nature.
The reaction CsF2+!Cs+ + F2 is calculated to be exothermic with DE = ¢61 kcal mol¢1 (again in excellent agreement
with the DFT value of ¢59 kcal mol¢1). Calculations of the
reaction pathway led to a two-step mechanism (Figure 5) with

tion. In contrast, the pyramidal CsF3 has an open-shell singlet
as the ground state.
What about the bonding in these cesium fluorides? The
question refers to the structures that are not ion pairs of Cs+
with F3¢ or F5¢ . Oxidation states are a convenient fiction, so
one must not conclude from them that one breaks into the
hypothetical “core” 5s and 5p orbitals of Cs. But a population
analysis in fact indicates that 5p orbitals are involved in the
bonding: the total population of 5p orbitals in CsF5 (q(Cs) =+
2.40) and CsF2+ (q(Cs) =+ 1.79) is 4.41 e and 5.12 e, respectively. In the case of CsF5, Cs 5px and 5py orbitals both are
occupied by about 1.20 e (notably below 2.00 e, owing to the
participation of 5px and 5py in hypervalent bonding), whereas
the population of 5pz (which does not take part in bonding) is
exactly 2.00 e. A similar situation occurs for the CsF2+ ion, in
which only the 5px orbital on Cs has a low occupancy of 1.25 e
through its participation in 4e–3c bonding, whereas two other
orbitals, 5py and 5pz, are close to doubly occupied (1.88 e and
2.00 e, respectively). In contrast, the same analysis performed
for CsF (q(Cs) =+ 0.93) revealed that none of the 5p orbitals
of the cesium center (5p total population is essentially 6.00 e)
is involved in interaction with fluorine atoms.
We look forward to the detection of these intriguing
higher fluorides of cesium.

Methods
Figure 5. Schematic energy profile for the reaction CsF2+!Cs+ + F2.

one intermediate, the abovementioned bent isomer of the
CsF2+ ion. Despite the large exothermicity, this reaction
encounters a high reaction barrier (Ea(1) =+ 29 kcal mol¢1,
the first barrier of the reaction considered). The asymmetrical
Cs transition states are drawn out in the Supporting Information. As we have seen already in the case of CsF5 systems,
both transition states, TS1 and TS2, are highly multireference
(see the Supporting Information).
We mentioned above an asymmetric CsF3 species, a complex of Cs+ with F3¢ . Actually, we located at least three local
minima for this stoichiometry. The low-symmetry structure of
the most stable isomer is close to the geometry of the righthand structure in Figure 3, with F2 removed (see the
Supporting Information). A second structure derives from
a D3h star-shaped molecule. Such a species would share the
electronic characteristics of the isoelectronic (and
known[20, 21]) XeF3¢ ion in being a classic Jahn–Teller system.
Two electrons would occupy an eÏ orbital, with deformations
to T and Y shapes expected.[20] The T shape for both XeF3¢
and CsF3 is not a local minimum, while the Y shape is.[20–23]
The energy of this minimum is about 32 kcal mol¢1 (26 kcal
mol¢1 by DFT) above the asymmetric structure mentioned
above. Finally, there is a pyramidal C3v isomer, 46 kcal mol¢1
(38 kcal mol¢1 at the PBE0 level) higher in energy. The T and
Y shaped isomers are closed-shell singlets, with 83 % and
90 % contribution, respectively, from the leading configuraAngew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2015, 54, 8275 –8278

DFT geometry explorations were performed with the help of the
PBE0 correlation–exchange functional (within the RIJCOSX approximation). Full-electron relativistically recontracted basis sets of tripleZ quality (TZVP) were used for all atoms. Scalar relativistic effects
were incorporated by applying the zero-order regular approximation
(ZORA); the influence of spin–orbit coupling (SO) was evaluated
through the ZORA approximation at the PBE0/TZ2P level with help
of the ADF program.[24] The methods used were thus PBE0/QZVPP/
ZORA; PBE0/TZVP/DKH2; MP2/TZVP/ZORA. The SO contribution was found to be about 1.33 kcal mol¢1 and, thus, considered as
negligible.[25]
Test calculations were also carried out for PBE0/TZVP-optimized geometries at the following levels of theory: MP2/TZVP and
its orbital-optimized spin-scaled version OO-SCS-MP2/TZVP,
CCSD(T)/TZVP and CCSD(T)/QZVPP (all with help of the
RIJCOSX approximation). These calculations were performed by
using the ORCA program suite (version 2.9.1).[26] The natural bond
orbitals (NBOs, GENNBO (version 5.0) program) of the optimized
geometries were then examined to gain some insight into the
electronic structures. The nature of all stationary points on the
potential energy surfaces (PES) was determined by calculation of the
full Hessian matrix and the harmonic vibrational frequencies. All
structures reported were found to be true minima on corresponding
PES (no imaginary frequencies), whereas all TSs were found to
possess only one imaginary frequency, corresponding to the transition
between reactants and the products intended. The nature of all TSs
was probed through the IRC technique connecting the target
products and reactants. IRC calculations were carried out with help
of the Firefly program (version 8.0) at the PBE0/def2-TZVP level of
theory.
All MR calculations were performed for PBE0-optimized geometries. The active space includes the full valence space for fluorine
atoms (7 electrons distributed over 1 orbital of s-type and 3 orbitals of
p-type; altogether 7 electrons and 4 orbitals per F atom). For the
cesium atom, 1 electron in the 6s orbital, 8 electrons in the 5s and 5p
orbitals were included in the active space. This approach produced
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(44 e, 22 orb), (30 e, 16 orb), and (22 e,12 orb) active spaces for CsF5,
CsF3, and CsF2+, respectively. Converged CASSCF wavefunctions
were then used as reference wavefunctions for subsequent calculations by the XMCQDPT2 method.[27] The conventional intruder-state
avoidance technique (ISA) was used with a shift of 0.02 au in these
calculations. All MR calculations were performed with help of the
Firefly program suite (version 8.1.0). To avoid the problem of selfconsistency of MR perturbation theory calculations, all products of
the reaction(s) were considered in the calculation with the same
active space as for the original molecule, but separated by about 20 è.
Albeit deficient in the absence of evaluation of ZPE and entropy
contributions (which can notably change the final numbers), the
method provides a unique opportunity to precisely analyze different
contributions to the total wavefunction, especially in the case when
the system cannot be described by a single determinant. This is
precisely the case for any transition state considered herein, as well as
a significant number of ground-state molecules.
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